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ABSTRACT Ligand-receptor interactions within the plane of the plasma membrane play a pivotal role for transmembrane
signaling. The biophysical principles of protein-protein interactions on lipid bilayers, though, have hardly been experimentally
addressed. We have dissected the interactions involved in ternary complex formation by ligand-induced cross-linking of the
subunits of the type I interferon (IFN) receptors ifnar1 and ifnar2 in vitro. The extracellular domains ifnar1-ectodomain (EC) and
ifnar2-EC were tethered in an oriented manner on solid-supported lipid bilayers. The interactions of IFNa2 and several mutants,
which exhibit different association and dissociation rate constants toward ifnar1-EC and ifnar2-EC, were monitored by
simultaneous label-free detection and surface-sensitive fluorescence spectroscopy. Surface dissociation rate constants were
determined by measuring ligand exchange kinetics, and by measuring receptor exchange on the surface by fluorescence
resonance energy transfer. Strikingly, approximately three-times lower dissociation rate constants were observed for both
receptor subunits compared to the dissociation in solution. Based on these directly determined surface-dissociation rate
constants, the surface-association rate constants were assessed by probing ligand dissociation at different relative surface
concentrations of the receptor subunits. In contrast to the interaction in solution, the association rate constants depended on the
orientation of the receptor components. Furthermore, the large differences in association kinetics observed in solution were not
detectable on the surface. Based on these results, the key roles of orientation and lateral diffusion on the kinetics of protein
interactions in plane of the membrane are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Protein-protein interactions within the plane of cellular

membranes play a key role for many biological processes

and in particular for transmembrane signaling. These lateral

interactions are not static and are typically triggered or sta-

bilized by interactions with further interaction partners such

as ligands, effectors, and binding proteins from the matrices

adjacent to the lipid bilayers. A prominent example is the

ligand-induced cross-linking of receptor tyrosine kinases

(1,2) and cytokine receptors (3), where two-dimensional

interaction between receptor subunits have been recognized

to be important for regulating signaling (4–7). The funda-

mental importance of such coupled interactions for cell-

surface receptor activation has stimulated numerous theoretical

studies (8–13). The underlying concept of these models is the

reduction in dimensionality upon ligand binding to a membrane-

anchored receptor (14). The binding of ligands to individual

surface receptors can be determined by standard techniques, and

rate constants and equilibrium constants are measured in the

same units as for interaction in solution. In the second step,

however, lateral interactions take place in the plane of the

membrane, i.e., in two instead of three space dimensions. For

several reasons, the kinetic parameters of these interactions

cannot be readily deduced from the rate constants of the same

interaction in solution:

1. Anchoring of the proteins into the membrane reduces

the translational and rotational freedom, and results in a

preferred orientation of the interaction partners to each

other along the normal of the surface. Hence, the reaction

diagram and the reaction coordinate of the interaction are

different from the interaction in solution.

2. Lateral and rotational diffusion of the membrane-

anchored protein is much slower than in solution, while

the dynamics of the amino-acid side chains mediating the

interaction between the proteins are not affected.

The consequences of these constraints have been subject

of numerous speculations and theoretical consideration, but

to date only very few semiquantitative (4) or quantitative

(15,16) experimental approaches toward characterizing two-

dimensional interactions on membranes have been reported.

Recently, we have reported an experimental approach for

reconstituting and analyzing membrane-anchored proteins

on solid-supported lipid bilayers (17). The extracellular

receptor domains of the type I interferon (IFN) receptor sub-

units ifnar1 (ifnar1-ectodomain, EC) and ifnar2 (ifnar2-EC)

were tethered in an oriented manner onto solid-supported

lipid bilayers providing well-defined and homogeneous dif-

fusion kinetics (18). The interaction of the membrane-

anchored receptor subunits with the ligand IFNa2 was

studied by using simultaneous surface-sensitive fluorescence

and interference detection (19). This approach enables to

monitor and vary the concentrations of the receptor subunits
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on the lipid bilayer, and the absolute surface concentrations

can be quantified. A rigorous analysis of all possible in-

teractions between the three partners established ternary

complex formation by independent interaction of ifnar1 and

ifnar2 with the ligand IFNa2 (18,19). A general mechanism

describing the two possible pathways of ternary complex

formation and dissociation is depicted in Fig. 1. Altogether,

four separate interactions have to be considered: two of them

(described by K1 and K4) involve ligand binding from

solution to the surface receptor subunits. The affinity of

IFNa2 toward ifnar2-EC (K1: 5 nM) is approximately three

orders-of-magnitude higher than the affinity toward ifnar1-

EC (K4: ;5 mM) (18). In contrast, the interactions of the

binary complexes on the surface with the second receptor

subunits (described by K2 and K3) are two-dimensional

interactions. Despite its inherent three-body complexity,

several striking features make this interaction a particularly

suitable system for studying surface interactions: First, the

receptor subunits independently interact from each other

with the ligand, and do not interact with each other as

proposed for other cytokine receptors. Second, only a

heterodimeric ternary complex was detectably involving

ifnar2-EC, ifnar1-EC, and IFNa2 in a 1:1:1 stoichiometry.

Thus, the surface interaction is triggered by a ligand binding

from solution and the equilibria K2 and K3 between binary

and ternary complex on the surface K2 and K3 can be probed

by the dissociation kinetics of the ligand from the surface

(19). Since receptor surface concentrations can be absolutely

quantified in the reconstituted system, this provides the

means for determining the equilibrium dissociation constants

of these two-dimensional interactions.

Because ligand binding to ifnar2-EC (k1) is at least 10-

times faster than to ifnar1-EC (k4), pathway 1 has been as-

sumed to be substantially favored both for formation and

for the dissociation of the ternary complex at stoichiometric

surface concentrations of the receptor subunits. For an

IFNa2 mutant with reduced k1, however, pathway 2 has been

proposed to considerably contribute, which may hold true

also for other members of the type I IFN family (19). Here,

we have employed the features of this system to explore

the biophysical principles governing protein interactions in

plane of biological membranes. By using different chasing

and pulse-chasing assays, as well as IFN-mutants with

different affinities and different association and dissociation

rate constants of the interaction with ifnar1-EC and ifnar2-

EC, each of the two-dimensional rate constants of the two

interaction pathway depicted in Fig. 1 were determined.

Furthermore, the role of electrostatic rate enhancement and

the relative orientation of the receptor subunits on the surface-

association rate constants were investigated. Based on these

data, we compare the determinants of protein interaction

kinetics in three and two dimensions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Protein expression and purification

IFNa2, IFNa2 HEQ, ifnar2-EC with a C-terminal decahistidine-tag (ifnar2-

H10), ifnar2-H10 I47A, and tag-less ifnar2-EC (ifnar2-tl) were expressed in

Escherichia coli, refolded from inclusion bodies and purified by anion-

exchange and size-exclusion chromatography as described (20). For site-

specific labeling, an additional cysteine was introduced by the mutations

S136C (IFNa2) and S35C (ifnar2-H10). These proteins were expressed,

refolded, and purified as the wild-type proteins. After size-exclusion

chromatography, these proteins were incubated with a threefold excess of

Alexa Fluor 488 (AF488) maleimide or Oregon Green 488 (OG488)

maleimide as fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) donors, and

Alexa Fluor 568 (AF568) maleimide as an FRET acceptor (all from

Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR). After the labeling reaction, the proteins

were further purified by anion exchange chromatography. Binding exper-

iments confirmed that the interaction properties of both proteins were not

affected by mutagenesis or labeling. Ifnar1-EC with a C-terminal decahisti-

dine tag (Ifnar1-H10) and with an N-terminal decahistidine tag (H10-ifnar1)

were expressed in Sf9 insect cells, and purified from the supernatant by im-

mobilized metal-affinity chromatography followed by size-exclusion chro-

matography as described earlier (21).

Simultaneous fluorescence interference detection

Two-dimensional interactions were detected with a homebuilt setup for

simultaneous reflectance interferometry (RIf) and total internal reflection

fluorescence spectroscopy (TIRFS) detection as described previously in more

detail (19). An argon ion laser was used for fluorescence excitation at 488 nm

at an excitation power of 2–3 mW focused onto an area of 1 mm2 to minimize

photobleaching. Fluorescence was collected by an optical fiber and detected

by a photomultiplier tube through bandpass filters. FRET measurements with

donor and acceptor fluorescence detection were carried out by changing the

emission filters by means of a filter wheel. Mass deposition onto the surface

was monitored simultaneously by RIf detection at 800 nm. Both TIRFS and

RIf were acquired with a time resolution of 1.2–1.5 s. Sample handling was

carried out in a flowthrough format using a syringe pump as described (22).

With this system, flow rates between 1 and 500 ml/s can be employed. Sample

handling and data acquisition were controlled with software written in

LabVIEW (National Instruments, Austin, TX).

Lipid bilayer assembling, receptor reconstitution,
and binding assays

The transducer surface was incubated for 30 min in a freshly prepared

mixture of two-parts 30% (v/v) hydrogen peroxide and three-parts

concentrated sulfuric acid. After extensive washing with water, the

transducer was dried in a nitrogen stream and mounted immediately into

the flow cell. Solid supported lipid bilayers were prepared by fusion of small

unilamellar vesicles obtained by probe sonication. Synthetic stearoyl-oleoyl

phosphatidylcholine (Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster, AL) lipids were doped

FIGURE 1 Schematic of the dynamic equilibria of solution and surface

interactions involved in the two-step formation and dissociation of the

ternary IFN-receptor complex on a membrane (details in the text).
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with 5 mol % lipid containing bis-NTA chelator head (19). The unsaturated

alkyl chain of both matrix and chelator lipid prevented phase segregation

and ensured bilayer fluidity.

All binding studies were carried out with 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, and

150 mM NaCl as the running buffer at a temperature of 25�C. Solid-

supported lipid bilayers were obtained by injecting small unilamellar

vesicles at a lipid concentration of 250 mM on the surface of the transducer.

Protein immobilization and binding assays were in principle carried out as

described earlier (18). For tethering the histidine-tagged proteins to the

supported membranes, the chelator headgroups were loaded with Ni21 ions

by injecting 10 mM nickel(II)chloride in the running buffer for 150 s and

conditioned by a 150 s injection of 200 mM imidazole. Depending on the

targeted surface concentrations, the his-tagged proteins were sequentially

injected at concentrations between 2 nM and 1 mM for 20–60 s. The ligand

was then injected at a concentration of 50 nM for 150–300 s with a flow rate

of 1 ml/s. Spontaneous dissociation was monitored either by washing with

HBS at a flow rate of 10 ml/s or by injection of 2 mM ifnar2-tl to suppress

rebinding due to the high association rate constant of IFNa2 toward ifnar2-

EC. This concentration of ifnar2-tl was determined experimentally to be

sufficient at all receptor surface concentrations employed in this study, and is

in line with theoretical considerations according to Goldstein et al. (23). For

ligand-chasing experiments, 1 mM IFNa2 or 1 mM IFNa2 HEQ were

injected at a flow rate of 1 ml/s for 300–450 s. For pulse-chase experiments,

1 mM ifnar2-H10 was injected for 20 s, followed by a buffer wash with a

flow rate of 10 ml/s. After a set of ligand-binding experiments, all attached

proteins were removed by a 150 s pulse of 200 mM imidazole, and the

subsequent binding assays were carried out on the same lipid bilayer.

Data evaluation

Binding curves were analyzed using Origin (Microcal Software, North-

ampton, MA) or Berkeley Madonna (UCB, Berkeley, CA) software pack-

ages. If necessary, RIf curves were corrected for a linear drift based on the

signals before tethering the proteins and after regeneration with imidazole.

Two different models were used to evaluate ligand dissociation curves.

Dissociation rate constants were obtained by fitting a monoexponential

function:

RðtÞ ¼ R03e
�kd�ðt�t0Þ: (1)

Two-dimensional association rate constants were determined by fitting a

two-step dissociation model describing one of the two pathways shown in

Fig. 1 as in principle described before (19). For determination of k2 (pathway

1), the following set of differential equations was fitted:

d½T�
dt

¼ k23½B2�3ð½R1�
0
� ½T�Þ � k�23½T�

d½B2�
dt

¼ �k2 3 ½B2�3 ð½R1�0 � ½T�Þ1 k�23½T� � k�1 3 ½B2�

½S� ¼ ½T�1 ½B2�; with Tt¼0 ¼ ½R1�
0
; ½B2�

t¼0
¼ 0: (2)

[B2] ¼ 0 was assumed as initial conditions because [T] � [B]. Owing to the

fast fluctuation between T and B2 (;1 s�1) compared to the ligand dis-

sociation kinetics, the true values of [B2] and [T] are reached very quickly

during numerical integration (19).

For determination of k3 (pathway 2), the following set of differential

equations was fitted:

d½T�
dt

¼ k33½B1�3ð½R2�0 � ½T�Þ � k�33½T�

d½B1�
dt

¼ �k33½B1�3ð½R2�0 � ½T�Þ1 k�33½T� � k�43½B1�

½S� ¼ ½T�1 ½B1�; with Tt¼0 ¼ ½R2�0; ½B1�t¼0 ¼ 0: (3)

[B1] ¼ 0 can be assumed as initial condition for the same reason given

above. [R1]0 and [R2]0 were initial surface concentrations of ifnar1-EC and

ifnar2-EC, respectively, which were determined from the RIf signals. The

value [S] was the total surface concentration of the ligand, which was detected

in a time-resolved manner by the TIRFS signal and converted into an absolute

surface concentration using a calibration by RIf. The two-dimensional dis-

sociation rate constants k�2 and k�3, respectively, were determined indepen-

dently by chasing experiments. The respective two-dimensional association

rate constant was the only parameter varied in the fitting procedure.

Simulations

Ligand dissociation kinetics through both pathways was numerically

simulated using the set of differential equations

d½T�
dt

¼ k2 3 ½B2� 3 ð½R1�0 � ½T� � ½B1�Þ � k�2 3 ½T�

1 k3 3 ð½B1�3ð½R2�0 � ½T� � ½B2�Þ � k�3 3 ½T�Þ
d½B2�
dt

¼ �k2 3 ½B2� 3 ð½R1�0 � ½T��½B1�Þ

1 k�2 3 ½T��k�1 3 ½B2�
d½B1�
dt

¼ �k3 3 ½B1� 3 ð½R2�0� ½T��½B2�Þ

1 k�3 3 ½T�� k�4 3 ½B1�
d½path1�

dt
¼ �k�1 3 ½B2�; d½path2�

dt
¼ �k�4 3 ½B1�

½S� ¼ ½T�1 ½B2�1 ½B1�
½S� ¼ ½path1�1 ½path2�; (4)

where [path1] and [path2] represent the concentrations of the ligand

dissociating through path 1 and path 2, respectively. During the simulation,

the same initial conditions were used as for fitting experimental curves:

½T�t¼0 ¼ 2 fmol=mm
2; ½B2�t¼0 ¼ 0; ½B1�t¼0 ¼ 0. [R1]0 and [R2]0 were

parameterized to be 2 or 22 fmol/mm2. Before plotting [S], [path1] and

[path2] were normalized to [T]t¼0.

RESULTS

The interaction kinetics of ifnar2-EC and ifnar1-EC with

IFNa2 has been previously studied in detail, and numerous

mutants with different interaction rate constants have been

described (18,24–27). Here, we used several mutants of

IFNa2 and ifnar2-EC, as well as different variants of ifnar1-

EC. The rate constants of the mutants applied for further

characterization of the two-dimensional interaction involved

in ternary complex formation were verified by ligand binding

assays with the site-specifically fluorescence-labeled IFNa2

species using TIRFS detection (Table 1).

Pathways of receptor assembling
and dissociation

IFN-induced two-step assembling and dissociation of the

ternary complex with ifnar1-EC and ifnar2-EC can occur by

two different pathways (Fig. 1). For the interaction of IFNa2

with ifnar2-EC and ifnar1-EC at stoichiometric concentra-

tion, pathway 1 has been considered to determine both complex

formation and dissociation, because of the faster association

Two-Dimensional Interaction Rate Constants 3347
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rate constant k1 compared to k4 (19). This holds obviously true

for the complex formation, since ligand binding from solution

is the rate-limiting step of the assembling process (19), which is

;10-fold faster to ifnar2-EC than to ifnar1-EC. Dissociation of

the ternary complex, however, is determined by the two-

dimensional rate constants k2, k�2, k3, and k�3, which have

been assumed to scale relatively as the corresponding rate

constants in solution. This assumption was qualitatively tested

by rapidly changing the receptor surface concentration after

formation of a stoichiometric ternary complex (Fig. 2). Ifnar1-

EC and ifnar2-EC carrying a C-terminal decahistidine-tag

(ifnar1-H10 and ifnar2-H10) were site-specifically tethered in

stoichiometric concentrations onto silica-supported lipid bila-

yers doped with bis-NTA lipids. The dissociation kinetics of

fluorescence-labeled IFNa2 (AF488IFNa2) was monitored

before and after tethering additional ifnar1-H10 onto the mem-

brane (Fig. 2, B and C). As expected, slower ligand dissociation

kinetics was observed upon loading additional ifnar1-H10,

indicating a shift of the equilibrium K2 toward the ternary

complex (see Fig. 1). Surprisingly, however, a similar effect

was observed when the ifnar2-H10 surface concentration was

rapidly increased under the same conditions (Fig. 2, D and E).

An approximately twofold-higher molar surface concentration

of ifnar2-EC compared to ifnar1-EC in the previous experiment

was required to obtain similar dissociation kinetics. However,

since only pathway 2 depends on the surface concentration of

ifnar2, this result indicates that this pathway is significantly

involved in the dissociation of the ternary complex. Properly

describing the receptor dynamics therefore requires dissection of

all four two-dimensional rate constants involved in ternary

complex formation.

Two-dimensional dissociation kinetics measured
by FRET

The dissociation rate constant of the two-dimensional

interaction between ifnar2-H10 and the IFNa2 complexed

by ifnar1-H10 was directly measured using a pulse-chase

approach, which is schematically depicted in Fig. 3 A. After

ternary complex formation of AF568IFNa2 with AF488ifnar2-

H10 and ifnar1-H10, a substantial excess of unlabeled

ifnar2-H10 was rapidly tethered onto the membrane, and the

exchange of AF488ifnar2-H10 from ternary complex with

unlabeled ifnar2-H10 was monitored by the decaying FRET

between AF568IFNa2 and AF488ifnar2-H10. A typical exper-

iment is shown in Fig. 3 B. Donor fluorescence from
AF488ifnar2-H10 was quenched upon ternary complex for-

mation with acceptor-labeled AF568IFNa2, which was accom-

panied by an increase in sensitized fluorescence. During

rinsing, slow recovery of the donor fluorescence and likewise

decay of the acceptor fluorescence due to ligand dissociation

was observed. Upon pulse-chasing the ternary complex by

rapidly tethering an ;10-fold excess of unlabeled ifnar2-H10

onto the membrane, much faster recovery of the donor fluo-

rescence and decay of the acceptor fluorescence were observed.

Under these conditions, ligand dissociation was hardly detect-

able (Figs. 2 D and 3 C), confirming that indeed the kinetics of

the exchange of AF488ifnar2-H10 against unlabeled ifnar2-H10

on the surface was monitored by FRET. The normalized traces

for donor and acceptor fluorescence were in excellent agree-

ment (Fig. 3 C). Because of the high excess of unlabeled ifnar2-

EC on the surface, the rate constant of this exchange is

determined by the two-dimensional dissociation rate constant of

the ifnar2-H10/IFNa2 complex k�3, which is the rate-limiting

step in this process. The rate constants obtained by a mono-

exponential fit to the two FRET signals were in good agreement

and an average k�3 of 0.007 6 0.001 s�1 was determined from

multiple experiments at different receptor surface concentra-

tions. Strikingly, k�3 is approximately three-times lower than

the k�1 of 0.02 s�1 for the dissociation of IFNa2 from ifnar2-

H10 into solution (see Fig. 3 C and Table 1). Extensive ligand

binding studies with the receptor domains in solution have

excluded that the interactions of the receptor subunits with

IFNa2 affect each other through conformational changes

imposed on the ligand or direct contacts between the receptor

subunits. Thus, the difference between k�1 and k�3 results from

anchoring the complex onto the membrane.

Determination of two-dimensional rate constants
by ligand chasing

To confirm this effect on the dissociation kinetics, the two-

dimensional dissociation rate constants were assessed by

ligand-chasing experiments. The principle of this assay is

depicted in Fig. 4 A. Here, a high excess of ifnar1-EC

compared to ifnar2-H10 was tethered onto the membrane,

and the ternary complex was formed by injecting
AF488IFNa2. The excess of ifnar1-H10 remained free due

TABLE 1 Parameters of the individual interactions between IFNa2 and the receptor subunits

Ifnar2-H10 Ifnar2-H10 I47A Ifnar1-H10/H10-ifnar1

IFNa2

ka (k1)

[M�1 s�1]

kd (k�1)

[s�1]

KD (K1)

nM

ka (k1)

[M�1 s�1]

kd (k�1)

[s�1]

KD (K1)

nM

ka (k4)

[M�1 s�1]

kd (k�4)

[s�1]

KD (K4)

nM

wt 3 3 106 0.02 7 3 3 106 0.4 150 2 3 105 1 5000

R144A 3 3 105 0.044 150 3 3 105 0.5 1700 2 3 105 1 5000

HEQ 3 3 106 0.02 7 3 3 106 0.2 70 2 3 105 0.05 250

In brackets, the identifier of the constants as introduced in Fig. 1 are given. All IFNa2 species were site-specifically fluorescence-labeled with OG488 or

AF488 by incorporating the additional mutation S136C.
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to the low affinity of wild-type IFNa2 to ifnar1-H10 and its

fast dissociation from ifnar1-H10 (kd: ;1 s�1). By injection

of 1 mM unlabeled IFNa2 HEQ, which binds to ifnar1-H10

with 20-fold higher affinity (27), these free ifnar1-EC

molecules are rapidly saturated with ligand. The labeled

ligand in the ternary complex is first exchanged against

unlabeled IFNa2 HEQ by two-dimensional dissociation of

the ifnar2-H10/IFNa2 interaction, followed by dissociation

from excess ifnar1-H10 into solution (see Fig. 4 A). Because

of the fast dissociation of labeled IFNa2 from excess ifnar1-

H10 into solution, the rate-limiting step of this exchange

process is the dissociation of the ifnar1-H10/IFNa2 complex

from ifnar2-H10, which is again the two-dimensional dis-

sociation rate constant k�3. A typical course of such an ex-

periment is shown in Fig. 4 B. After tethering the receptor

subunits in appropriate surface concentrations, AF488IFNa2

was injected and spontaneous dissociation was monitored.

Fast dissociation from excess ifnar1-H10 within a few sec-

onds was followed by very slow dissociation (comparable to

the ligand dissociation kinetics in Fig. 2 A after loading

excess of ifnar1-H10). The same injection of AF488IFNa2

was repeated, but ligand dissociation was monitored in

presence of tag-less ifnar2-EC (ifnar2-tl) to suppress mass-

transport dependent rebinding (28,29), which has to be

considered at these receptor surface concentrations. After the

third injection of AF488IFNa2, unlabeled IFNa2 HEQ was

injected and the exchange kinetics was monitored. Rapid

saturation of the excess ifnar1-H10 by binding of IFNa2

HEQ was verified by the RIf signal. The normalized

dissociation curves are compared in Fig. 4 C with the ligand

dissociation from ifnar2-H10 into solution. Again, substan-

tially slower two-dimensional dissociation of ifnar2-H10

from IFNa2 bound to ifnar1-H10 was observed compared

to the three-dimensional dissociation. A rate constant k�3

of (0.0044 6 0.001)s�1 was obtained, which is in good

agreement with the value obtained by pulse-chasing with

ifnar2-H10.

From the spontaneous ligand dissociation kinetics, the two-

dimensional association rate constant was determined, as-

suming that dissociation through pathway 1 can be neglected

FIGURE 2 Relevance of the two possi-

ble dissociation pathways of the ternary

complex. (A) Schematic of the experiments:

ternary complex on fluid lipid membrane

was formed by sequential tethering of (2

fmol/mm2) ifnar2-H10 (1) and (3 fmol/

mm2) ifnar1-H10 (2) in stoichiometric

amounts, followed by binding AF488IFNa2

to form the ternary complex (3). After the

second injection of AF488IFNa2, additional

ifnar1-H10 (top) or ifnar2-H10 (bottom)

was rapidly tethered onto the membrane,

and dissociation was monitored (4). (B)

Course of a typical experiment as moni-

tored by simultaneous TIRFS (top) and RIf

(bottom) detection with addition loading of

(4 fmol/mm2) ifnar1-H10. (C) Overlay of

ligand dissociation curves with (red) and

without (black) free ifnar1-H10 on the

membrane. (D) Course of a typical exper-

iment as monitored by simultaneous TIRFS

(top) and RIf (bottom) detection with

additional loading of (7 fmol/mm2) ifnar2-

H10. (E) Overlay of ligand dissociation

curves with (red) and without (black) free

ifnar2-H10 on the membrane.
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at this high excess of ifnar1-EC. Since spontaneous disso-

ciation was indeed biased by rebinding (Fig. 4 C), the dis-

sociation curve in presence of 2 mM ifnar2-tl was used.

A two-step dissociation model (Eq. 3) was fitted taking

into account the appropriate two- and three-dimensional rate

constants k�3 and k�4, respectively, as well as the surface

concentration of ifnar2-H10 as quantified from the RIf

signal. A two-dimensional association rate constant k3 of

3.3 3 1016 mm2 mol�1 s�1 was obtained from the fit. Thus,

a two-dimensional equilibrium dissociation constant (K3)

of 0.004 fmol/mm2 or 2.3 molecules/mm2 was obtained for

the IFNa2/ifnar2 interaction.

The same experiment was carried out with the ifnar2-H10

mutant I47A, which binds IFNa2 with 20-fold lower

affinity, but with the same association rate constant. Much

faster spontaneous ligand dissociation from the ternary

complex was observed at similar receptor surface concen-

trations used for wt ifnar2-H10 (Fig. 4 D). Upon chasing

with IFNa2 HEQ, the labeled ligand was exchanged within a

few 10 seconds. Comparison of two- and three-dimensional

dissociation kinetics (Fig. 4 E), however, again yielded an

approximately threefold lower rate constant for the interac-

tion in plane of the membrane (k�3 ¼ 0.11 s�1) compared to

the dissociation of the ligand from the surface (k�1 ¼ 0.35

s�1). In contrast, the two-dimensional association rate

constant k�3 obtained from fitting the spontaneous dissoci-

ation kinetics with a two-step dissociation model (Eq. 3) was

2.8 3 1016 mm2 mol�1 s�1, i.e., very similar to the k3

obtained for the interaction of IFNa2 with wild-type ifnar2-

H10 interaction. These consistent results confirmed that

the surface-dissociation kinetics is affected by tethering the

receptor subunits to the membrane, and the robustness of

the experimental approach to determine two-dimensional rate

constants.

The two-dimensional interaction involved in pathway 2

was furthermore characterized by applying the IFNa2 mutant

R144A (data not shown), which binds ifnar2-H10 with a 10-

fold lower association rate constant than wild-type IFNa2 (see

Table 1). Again, approximately three-times slower dissocia-

tion in plane of the membrane (k�3 ¼ 0.012 s�1) was observed

compared to the dissociation from the surface (k�1 ¼ 0.044

s�1). More importantly, however, a slower two-dimensional

association rate constant (k3 ¼ 9.1 3 1015 mm2 mol�1 s�1)

was obtained, which was approximately threefold slower than

the two-dimensional association rate constant of wild-type

IFNa2. Thus, the 10-fold difference of the ka in solution was

not maintained on the membrane surface, suggesting that the

slower diffusion on the membrane may affect association

kinetics.

The two-dimensional rate constants of pathway 1

To determine the two-dimensional rate constants of the

interaction between ifnar1-H10 and IFNa2 in the ternary

complex we studied the ligand dissociation pathway 1 by a

similar set of experiments. To ensure that two-dimensional

dissociation is rate-limiting, ifnar2-H10 I47A was used in

combination with IFNa2 HEQ, which dissociates from

ifnar1-EC with a rate constant of 0.05 s�1. The ligand

chasing experiment were carried out at an excess of ifnar2-

H10 I47A, and wild-type IFNa2 was used for chasing (Fig. 5

A). A typical experiment is shown Fig. 5 B: After formation

of the ternary complex with AF488IFNa2 HEQ, spontaneous

dissociation was monitored in presence of 2 mM ifnar2-tl to

FIGURE 3 Monitoring two-dimen-

sional dissociation kinetics by pulse-

chasing the ternary complex. (A) Principle

of surface-dissociation rate-constant de-

termination as detected by FRET: The

ternary complex on fluid lipid mem-

brane is formed by sequential injection

of AF488ifnar2-H10 (1), ifnar1-H10

(2), and AF568IFNa2 (3). Equilibrium

is then perturbed by rapidly tethering

an excess of nonlabeled ifnar2-H10

onto the membrane (4), which ex-

changes the labeled ifnar2-H10 in the

ternary complex (5). (B) Course of a

typical experiment monitoring donor

fluorescence (green) and acceptor (red

trace) fluorescence by TIRFS and the

mass loading by RIf (black) (2 fmol/

mm2 AF488ifnar2-H10, 5 fmol/mm2

ifnar1-H10, 16 fmol/mm2 ifnar2-H10).

(C) Comparison of the surface dissoci-

ation rates from donor (green) and

acceptor (red) channels with the disso-

ciation of AF568IFNa2 from ifnar2-H10 alone (blue). A control experiment carried out the same way, but with unlabeled ifnar2-H10 in 1 and with direct

excitation of AF568IFNa2 confirmed negligible ligand dissociation from the surface (black). The residuals from monoexponential curve fits are shown in the

bottom.
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suppress rebinding of the ligand. After a second injection of
AF488IFNa2 HEQ, ligand exchange in presence of unlabeled

wild-type IFNa2 was monitored. In Fig. 5 C, the dissociation

kinetics in plane of the membrane is compared with the

dissociation from the surface. Again, significantly lower

dissociation rate constant was obtained for two-dimensional

dissociation (k�2: 0.026 s�1) was observed compared to the

dissociation into solution (k�4: 0.047 s�1). Based on this

two-dimensional dissociation rate constant, the spontaneous

ligand dissociation kinetics was fitted by a two-step model

(Eq. 2). A two-dimensional association rate constant of 1.3

3 1016 mm2 mol�1 s�1 was obtained for the interaction of

IFNa2 HEQ with ifnar1-H10 (k2). These measurements were

also carried out with different combinations of wild-type and

mutant IFNa2 and ifnar2-H10. All results are summarized in

Table 2. In all combinations, similar values of ;1 3 1016

mm2 mol�1 s�1 were obtained for k2, very similar to the k3

obtained for IFNa2 R144A. Interestingly, also the three-

dimensional association rate constants k1 and k4 are very

similar for this mutant (see Table 1). Furthermore, an ;2.5-

fold lower k�2 compared to k2 was confirmed for all

combinations, confirming the decrease in the dissociation rate

constant by tethering the complex onto the surface. Based on

these consistent observations, we estimated a k�2 of 0.4 s�1

for wild-type IFNa2.

The role of orientation in
two-dimensional interactions

Orientation and flexibility of membrane-anchored proteins

have been suggested to be key parameters in the kinetics

of two-dimensional interactions on membranes. To study the

role of orientation on ternary complex formation, we tethered

ifnar1-EC through an N-terminal decahistidine tag (H10-ifnar1)

onto the membrane. For this protein, very similar rate

constants as for ifnar1-H10 were obtained by conventional

ligand binding assays (Table 1). The two-dimensional rate

constants were determined using ligand chasing experi-

ments, as described above. The results are summarized in

Table 2. No significant effect on the surface dissociation rate

constants k�2 and k�3 was observed upon changing the

orientation of ifnar1-EC. The effect on the two-dimensional

association rate constants, however, was substantial: for

k2 (pathway 1), an approximately-threefold decrease was

FIGURE 4 Determination of two-dimen-

sional dissociation rate constants by ligand

chasing. (A) Schematic of the assay: Ter-

nary complex on fluid lipid membrane was

formed by sequential injection of ifnar2-

H10 (1), a large excess of ifnar1-H10 (2),

and AF488IFNa2 (3). The excess of ifnar1

was then loaded with an unlabeled com-

petitor (4), which binds ifnar1 with high

affinity (IFNa2 HEQ) and exchanged the

labeled ligand in the ternary complex (5).

(B) Typical experiment carried out with the

wild-type proteins as detected by TIRFS

(green) and by RIf (black) (2 fmol/mm2

ifnar2-H10, 20 fmol/mm2 ifnar1-H10). Af-

ter the second injection of AF488IFNa2,

2 mM ifnar2-tl was injected to eliminate

rebinding. After the third injection of
AF488IFNa2, 1 mM unlabeled IFNa2

HEQ was injected. (C) Overlay of the

normalized AF488IFNa2 dissociation curves

from panel B: spontaneous dissociation

during washing with buffer (black) and

with 2 mM ifnar2-tl (red), as well as

dissociation while chasing with IFNa2

HEQ (green). Dissociation from ifnar2-

H10 alone is shown for comparison (blue).
The residuals from the curve fits are shown

in the bottom. (D) Same experiment as in

panel B carried out with ifnar2-H10 I47A (2

fmol/mm2 ifnar2-H10 I47A, 20 fmol/mm2

ifnar1-H10). (E) Overlay of the dissociation

curves from panel D (same color-coding as

in panel C) with comparison of AF488IFNa2

dissociation from ifnar2-H10 I47A alone

(blue). The residuals from the curve fits

are shown in the bottom.
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observed compared to the rate constant obtained with ifnar1-

H10. For k3 (pathway 2), the effect was even stronger with an

approximately-fivefold decrease compared to the rate constant

obtained with ifnar1-H10. Thus, we could demonstrate the

key role of receptor orientation on surface association kinetics

and affinity by mimicking oriented attachment to the mem-

brane in vitro.

Population of the dissociation pathways

Based on the experimentally determined rate constants, the

population of the two dissociation pathways was compared

at experimentally relevant receptor surface concentrations by

numerically simulating ligand dissociation (Eq. 4). The ligand

dissociation curves for both pathways together and individu-

ally are compared for the wild-type proteins and two mutants

in Fig. 6. At stoichiometric concentration of the receptor sub-

units, pathway 1 is clearly dominant in the case of the wt pro-

teins (Fig. 6 A), and also for ifnar2-I47A (Fig. 6 B). However, a

substantial contribution of pathway 2 to ligand dissociation is

observed, which is in line with the only approximately-

threefold-higher two-dimensional association rate k3 compared

to k2. For IFNa2 R144A (k3 � k2), both pathways are similarly

populated at stoichiometric receptor concentrations, confirm-

ing the key role of the relative surface two-dimensional

association rate constants on the dissociation pathway. At 10-

fold excess of ifnar2 or ifnar1, only pathway 1 or pathway 2,

respectively, is responsible for ligand dissociation.

FIGURE 5 Determination of two-dimen-

sional rate constants for pathway 1. (A)

Schematic of the assay: ternary complex

on fluid lipid membrane was formed by

sequential injection of ifnar1-H10 (1), ex-

cess ifnar2-H10 I47A (2), and AF488IFNa2

HEQ (3). Upon loading the excess binding

sites of ifnar2-H10 with unlabeled IFNa2

(4), labeled IFNa2 in the ternary complex

was exchanged (5). (B) Course of a typical

experiment as detected by TIRFS (green)

and RIf (black). During spontaneous ligand

dissociation, 2 mM ifnar2-tl was maintained

in the background to eliminate rebinding.

After the second injection of AF488IFNa2

HEQ 1 mM unlabeled IFNa2-wild-type

was injected (2.5 fmol/mm2 ifnar1-H10,

50 fmol/mm2 ifnar2-H10 I47A). (C) Over-

lay of the normalized dissociation curves:

spontaneous dissociation from the ternary

complex (red) and ligand exchange kinetics

washing with 1 mM IFNa2 HEQ (green).

Dissociation from Ifnar1-H10 alone is shown

for comparison (blue). The residuals from

the curve fits are shown in the bottom.

TABLE 2 Two-dimensional interaction rate constants determined for different combinations of receptor and ligand variants

Ifnar2-H10/IFNa2/

ifnar1-EC

Pathway 1 Pathway 2

Balance

k2 [mm2 fmol�1 s�1] k�2 [s�1] K2 [fmol/mm2] k3 [mm2 fmol�1 s�1] k�3 [s�1] K3 [fmol/mm2]

K1 3 K2

K3 3 K4

I47A/wt/C-term* 16.5 6 3.3 ;0.4z 0.024 28.2 6 5.1 0.11 6 0.02 0.004 0.2

I47A/R144A/C-term* 9.6 6 2.0 ;0.4z 0.042 11.3 6 2.2 0.2 6 0.02 0.018 0.79

wt/R144A/C-term* 9.1 6 1.8 ;0.4z 0.044 9.1 6 2.0 0.012 6 0.001 0.0013 1.02

wt/wt/C-term* 0.024 33 6 5.5 0.0044 6 0.001 0.00013 0.26

wt/HEQ/C-term* 0.004

I47A/HEQ/C-term* 13.1 6 2.8 0.026 6 0.002 0.002 0.004 0.3

wt/wt/N-termy 0.1 5.2 6 1.2 0.007 6 0.002 0.0014 0.1

I47A/wt/N-termy 4.0 6 0.8 ;0.4z 0.100 5.0 6 1.0 0.070 6 0.005 0.014 0.21

I47A/HEQ/N-termy 4.0 6 0.9 0.033 6 0.004 0.008 0.014 0.34

*ifnar1-EC tethered to the membrane by a C-terminal H10-tag.
yifnar1-EC tethered to the membrane by a N-terminal H10-tag.
zEstimated by comparison with IFNa2 HEQ.
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DISCUSSION

Cellular signaling by cytokine receptors is initiated by

ligand-mediated cross-linking of two or more receptor

subunits. Thus, the two-dimensional interactions between

the ligand and its cognate receptor subunits determine the

dynamics of the receptor complex on the plasma mem-

brane, which has been proposed to play a critical role for

signaling and its regulation. Here, we have for the first time,

to our knowledge, parameterized the rate constants of a

ternary cytokine-receptor complex on model membranes.

By exchange experiments based on chasing the ternary

complex with additional receptor or ligand, we succeeded

in reliably determining the two-dimensional dissociation

rate constants. The two possible pathways were studied

separately by using excess concentrations of one of the

receptor subunits. Based on several mutants and variants of

the interacting proteins, the effect of different rate constants

and protein orientation on the complex dynamics was

studied. Thus, we have identified several critical features of

two-dimensional interactions on membranes, which cannot

be readily concluded from solution-binding assays. The

first surprising observation was that the dissociation rate

constants were generally two-to-threefold lower for the

interaction in plane of the membrane compared to the

interaction in solution. This difference was not due to

cooperative binding of the receptor subunits, which was

confirmed by extensive ligand binding studies. Surface

anchoring limits the degree of freedom, which may affect

the reaction coordinate, but the dissociation kinetics in

plane of the membrane was hardly significantly affected by

the orientation of ifnar1-EC. The environment of the inter-

action interface is not affected by membrane anchoring, but

the separation of the interaction partners by lateral diffu-

sion, is ;100-fold slower on the membrane than in

solution, which may account for the slower dissociation.

Furthermore, more efficient rebinding of the membrane-

anchored proteins before full dissociation may be caused by

reducing rotational freedom. The first explanation implies

that the dynamics of ligand-receptor complexes may

depend on the diffusion properties of the receptor in the

membrane, which are known to be locally rather variable

due to the microdomain structure of the plasma membrane.

By partitioning of receptor complexes in microdomains with

low fluidity such as caveolae, which has been reported for

several tyrosine kinases and cytokine receptors (30,31) includ-

ing ifnar (32), the stability of oligomeric complexes would be

substantially enhanced. This could be a simple mechanism for

increasing receptor recruitment efficiency at low receptor sur-

face concentration. However, more detailed analysis of the

dependence of the two-dimensional kd on membrane fluidity

would be required, as well as confirmation for other ligand-

receptor complexes.

Assessment of the association rate constants in plane of

the membrane and toward the receptor subunits revealed

further striking features of interactions on membranes. More

than 10-fold faster association of IFNa2 with ifnar2 com-

pared to ifnar1-EC suggested that pathway 1 dominates both

formation and dissociation of the ternary complex. On the

membrane, though, a less-than-threefold difference in the

two-dimensional association rate constants was observed.

For the IFNa2 mutant R144A, which binds to ifnar2-EC

with a 10-fold lower association rate constant than wild-type

IFNa2, similar two-dimensional association rate constants

were obtained for both pathways. It was shown earlier that

the association kinetics of IFNa2 to ifnar2 is accelerated by

electrostatic attraction (20). Electrostatic association rate

enhancement has been explained by a stabilization of the

encounter complex and by steering of the proteins into

appropriate orientations (33–36). Our results suggest that

this electrostatic rate enhancement is not as effective on the

membrane. This could be ascribed to changed electrostatic

FIGURE 6 Population of the dissocia-

tion pathways under different conditions.

Ligand dissociation was numerically sim-

ulated based on the experimentally deter-

mined two- and three-dimensional rate

constants for the following species of

ifnar2/IFNa2/ifnar1: wt/wt/wt (A); I47

A/wt/wt (B); and wt/R144A/wt (C). In all

cases, 2 fmol/mm2 of both ifnar2 and

ifnar1 were assumed to form ternary

complex under three different condition:

no excess of either of the receptor sub-

units (top panel), with an excess of 20

fmol/mm2 ifnar1 (middle panel), and with

an excess of 20 fmol/mm2 ifnar2 (bottom

panel).
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properties by tethering the interacting proteins onto the

membrane. Another reason could be that the association

kinetics is limited by the slower diffusion on the membrane.

While electrostatic steering did not seem to be as important

as in solution, receptor orientation was shown to strongly

affect the two-dimensional association rate constants. Inter-

estingly, even more similar values were observed for both

k2 and k3 upon tethering ifnar1-EC through the N-terminus.

Compared to the rate constants obtained with ifnar1-EC

tethered in its natural orientation, both k2 and k3 were sub-

stantially decreased. Orientation has been proposed to play a

key role for two-dimensional interactions on membranes

(37); the strong effect, though, is somewhat surprising because

tethering through the histidine tag to the membrane is

expected to provide substantial flexibility, which should

counteract preorientation. Furthermore, ifnar1-EC comprising

four Ig-like domains is probably rather flexible in itself.

However, our results suggest that steering of association by

oriented anchoring in the membrane is more critical for two-

dimensional association kinetics than electrostatic steering.

We have shown here that membrane anchoring through

histidines can in principle mimic some determinant of ligand-

receptor interaction on membranes. The importance of lateral

diffusion kinetics, orientation, and flexibility underscore the

importance of assessing transmembrane proteins interactions

under conditions, which mimic the properties of membrane

anchoring even more appropriately.
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